Mighty® Dog Toys rethink durability and approach it from a new angle.
Durability is created for each toy with multiple layers of flexible materials that move with the dog’s teeth instead of tearing. Compared to other toys,
Mighty® dog toys have no hard edges. The result is that these toys do not promote chewing—great when you’re trying to discourage chewing habits.
These toys may seem plush on the outside, but all the durability features are internal making these toys soft, yet MIGHTY® strong.

DURABLE SEAMS
All seams are located inside the toy to
discourage chewing. Vulnerable seams
are protected by sewing a flexible
material over the edge of the seam.

4
UP TO

ROWS OF
STITCHING

All material seams have multiple rows of stitching, are covered with
a layer of soft, flexible material and sewn together with more rows of
stitching, creating a soft and durable toy with no hard edges!

2
UP TO

LAYERS OF
MATERIAL

Outside layer is made of a tight-woven sherpa-style fleece – the result is
good flexibility with high durability. Inside material is made of tight-woven
brushed fleece of the heaviest weight and highest durability.
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ANGRY ANIMALS
7

7

7
MTJR-AA-Monkey

7

MTJR-AA-Rabbit

7

MT-AA-Monkey
MT-AA-Pig

MT-AA-Rabbit

7
MTJR-AA-Pig
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ANGRY ANIMALS

7

8

MT-AA-Bear

7

MT-AA-Cow

7
MTJR-AA-Cow

MTJR-AA-Bear
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7

ARCTIC
Woody Wooly Mammoth:
There’s nothing better than a Wooly
Mammoth to snuggle down with on a
cold winter evening... and better yet,
to play with on a warm summer day!

7

Wally Walrus:
Wally can play
all day long and
never get tired!
Toss him as far
as you can and
watch your pup go
after him!

Wilburr McPaw:
This strong and
chilly companion will
please any pooch!

7

MTJR-A-WALRUS

MT-A-WALRUS

Santa:
Every day is
Christmas
when Santa is
nearby! Keep
the holidays
near with Mr.
Kringle by your
canine’s side.

8

8

MT-A-MAMMOTH

7
7
7

MTJR-A-POLAR BEAR

MT-A-SANTA

MTJR-A-SANTA

MTJR-A-MAMMOTH

Penny Penguin:
Your pooch will be
more than happy to
slip and slide with
this Penguin by
his side!

7
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MT-A-POLAR BEAR

Sandy Seal:
Nothing is cuter than a baby seal... except your dog, of
course! Bring this pair together for a lifetime of love.

8

7
MT-A-PENGUIN
MTJR-A-PENGUIN

8

MT-A-SEAL

MTJR-A-SEAL

BUGS
7

Bitsie Bee:
Bitsie Bee is as sweet as
any flower and certainly an
excellent companion for your
sweetest of pups!

8

MTJR-B-DFLY-GRN

MT-B-DFLY-GRN

7

MT-B-BEE

Dizzy Dragonflys (Green & Pink):
These elusive bugs have been caught and are ready to befriend your best
friend! Available in two fun, bright colors and the perfect size for your pooch.

7
MTJR-B-BEE

8
7

MT-B-DFLY-PNK
MT-B-LADYBUG

7
MTJR-B-DFLY-PNK

7
MTJR-B-LADYBUG

LaLa Ladybug:
Probably the most loved and revered of
all bugs, LaLa will bring nothing but joy
and love to your pup’s warm little heart!
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8

DINOSAURS

Troy T-Rex
He may have been King
of the Jungle in prehistoric
times, but now he lays prey
to your powerful pooch!

Stu Stegosaurus
This Stu-dious Stegosaurus will teach
your dog all sorts of new tricks! Stand
aside and watch your best friend play all
day with his new spiky pal.

Barnabus Brachiosaurus
With a long neck that makes him
easy to carry, this prehistoric
vegetarian is sure to please even
the pickiest pups!

8

7

8

7
MT-DINO-BRACH

7

MT-DINO-TREX
MTJR-DINO-TREX
MT-DINO-STEGO

8

Sparky
Spinosaurus
The fun-finned
Sparky is ready to
play! Tug, pull and
pounce all day with
this Mighty Dino!

7
MTJR-DINO-SPINO
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MTJR-DINO-BRACH

MTJR-DINO-STEGO

MT-DINO-SPINO

8
Tristen Triceratops
Tristen is the Mightiest Triceratops
around! Until your pooch tells him
otherwise, that is. Upon meeting,
Tristen Triceratops will quickly
become your pup’s very
best friend!

MT-DINO-TRI

7
MTJR-DINO-TRI

Red Dragon
Watch out for the fiery Red Dragon! But have
no fear, your pup is here (to protect you, that is)!

DRAGONS

7

8

Blue Dragon
There’s no reason to be frightened of the Blue
Dragon, he’s just happy to fly around your house!

8

7

MTJR-DRAG-RED

MT-DRAG-RED
MTJR-DRAG-BLUE

8

MT-DRAG-BLUE

8
Green Dragon
Move aside Puff, and make
way for the new guy! This
magical Green Dragon
is perky, lovable, and a
playmate for life.

MT-DRAG-YELLOW

7
Yellow Dragon
The Chinese dragon
is a symbol of power,
strength, and good luck,
and your pooch will have
all those and more with
this stunning
Yellow Dragon!

MTJR-DRAG-YELLOW

7
MT-DRAG-GREEN

MTJR-DRAG-GREEN

8

7
MTJR-DRAG-HYDRA

Hydra
Your canine doesn’t need to be Hercules to tame this many-headed
serpent... just bring along a few friends for a terrific game of tug!

MT-DRAG-HYDRA
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FARM

Grady Goat:
Graze around with Grady
Goat and enjoy the good
times. A great friend for
your goofy pup!

Clucky McChick Rooster:
Have some crazy fun with
this wild, yet surprisingly
strong chicken!

Haydin Horse:
Don’t let the majestic beauty of Haydin throw you
off - he’s stronger than most and can play all day!

7

8
9
7

MT-F-GOAT

8

7

MT-F-HORSE

MTJR-F-GOAT

7

8
MT-F-COW

Fred McRuff:
An excellent companion! This
soft and durable puppy is sure to
please all dog lovers.

MT-F-DOG

7

MT-F-CAT

Ginger McFluff:
A purrrrfect
playmate for your
precious pooch!
Ginger is a strong,
yet tender kitty
who wants to be
your dog’s
best friend.

8
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7
MTJR-F-ROOSTER

9

7

MT-F-PUG

MTJR-F-CAT

7

Cassie Cow:
MTJR-F-COW
Mooove over, Rover! Make room for this beautiful bovine
companion for your pet.
Puddle Pug
There is nothing cuter than the wrinkly face of a perfect
pug! Pick one up for your best
friend today.

MTJR-F-DOG

7

MT-F-ROOSTER

MTJR-F-HORSE

MTJR-F-PUG

Paisley Piglet:
Feel free to wallow in
the mud with this cute
little guy - he can take
it! Your pup will LOVE
Paisley Piglet!

7

MT-F-PIGLET
MTJR-F-PIGLET

Dolly Dolphin:
Not only known for
their intelligence, the
dolphin also makes a
perfect friend for your
canine companion!
Fetch, tug and a
nighttime pillow
are all possible with
Dolly Dolphin.

Gideon Goldfish:
Something smells fishy... Oh! It must
be Gideon Goldfish! This perfectly
plush fish will be an everlasting friend.

OCEAN

7

7

8
MTJR-O-DOLPHIN

7

7

MT-O-HAMMERHEAD

MTJR-O-HAMMERHEAD
Hunter Hammerhead:
Hold on to your reels! This shark is one “tuff” bad-boy
of the ocean. Fun games of fetch and tug-o-war will
make Hunter one awesome catch!

MTJR-O-GOLDFISH

8
MT-O-GOLDFISH

8
MT-O-DOLPHIN

8

Sammy McSnapper:
Sammy McSnapper is great for
fetch in or out of the water, and best
of all, this fish won’t snap back!

MT-O-PRAWN

Paco Prawn:
The party never ends when Paco’s on your pooch’s
pallet! Play hard and relax after a fun day with this
persnickety prawn.

7
MTJR-O-PRAWN

8

7

MT-O-SEAHORSE

Wylie Whale:
He may be a “Killer” Whale, but Wylie won’t kill your dog’s teeth!
Soft and plush, yet sturdy and strong construction makes the
perfect play toy for your pooch.

MTJR-O-SEAHORSE
MT-O-FISH

MTJR-O-FISH

7

Sarafina Seahorse:
There will be a sea of drool from
your pooch when he saddles up
with Sarafina and takes him for a
ride in your living room!

MTJR-O-WHALE

7

8
MT-O-WHALE
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MYTHICAL CREATURES
Pegasus & Jr. Pegasus:
Orange Sherbet

Lester Leprechaun:
Your pup will have no problem
following this Leprechaun
to his pot of gold!
Great for hide-and-seek!

8

7

8

MT-L-LEPRECHAUN
MTJR-L-LEPRECHAUN

MT-L-PEG-OR

7
Unice Unicorn
Always be a dog.
Unless you can
be a Unicorn!

7
MTJR-L-PEG-OR

8

MT-L-UNICORN
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MTJR-L-UNICORN

MYTHICAL CREATURES

8

8
Pegasus & Jr. Pegasus:
Black and Pink

Wendy the
Mermaid:
Your parents
may have lied
to you about
mermaids, but
here she is
for your best
canine friend
to enjoy as you
did as a child!
Wendy will be
their fantasy
come true.

7
MT-L-PEG-BPK
MTJR-L-PEG-BPK

Albert Alien:
Greetings Martians!
What? You didn’t think
we were real? Think
again! Beam me up
Scottie-Terrier.

7
7

8

MT-L-MERMAID

MT-L-ALIEN

MTJR-L-MERMAID

MTJR-L-ALIEN
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NATURE
Rocco Raccoon:
This rascally Raccoon will
rival even the smartest of
pooches... not to mention
make a great pillow.

Drake McQuack:
Great for fetch and training! This “Mighty Mallard of the
Midwest” will make great fun both indoors and out.

8

MT-N-DUCK

7

Foxy:
Oh so cute and clever!
Foxy will out-wit and
out-last many other toys
and will certainly be a
fan favorite!

8

MTJR-N-DUCK

MT-N-FOX

7

7

MTJR-N-FOX

MT-N-RACCOON

Betsy Bear:
It’s simply un-bear-able to let
this cutie go! Betsy will win
your heart as well as your
canine’s friendship.

MTJR-N-RACCOON

Bunny McHop (brown) & Bunny McFlop (white):
A silky-soft playmate for the lovable pup who needs a
bunny in his life! Choose from two cuddly colors.

8

8

8

8
8

MT-N-BEAR

MT-N-RABBIT-BRN
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7

MT-N-RABBIT-WHT
MTJR-N-RABBIT-BRN

7

MTJR-N-RABBIT-WHT

7

MTJR-N-BEAVER
MTJR-N-BEAR

7

MT-N-BEAVER

Benny Beaver:
Benny will be a busy
Beaver when it comes to
entertaining your beloved
pup! Swing him around or
snuggle down for nap-time.

8

NATURE
8

Wilford Wolf:
Bring out the inner
wolf in your pup by
opening your doors to
Wilford or Wilford Jr.!

Carl Cardinal:
If you’re going
to follow one
Cardinal rule,
make it be this:
Chirp chirp, tweet,
chirp chirp.

MT-N-CARDINAL

7

Ollie Owl:
If your pooch is
considered a “night
owl” then Ollie will
make the perfect
evening companion!

7

MT-N-OWL

MTJR-N-OWL

8
Chippy Chipmunk:
There’s no squirreling
around with this “tuff” little
Chipmunk! This cute little
guy will easily become one
of your pup’s favorites.

MTJR-N-CARDINAL

7
MT-N-WOLF

8

8
MT-N-POSSUM

MTJR-N-WOLF

MTJR-N-POSSUM

Percy Possum:
This guy can “play” Possum all
day long! Toss him around, play
fetch and Percy will never tire!

7
Stinky Skunk:
This is one skunk your dog
will LOVE getting close to!
Stinky is a soft and cuddly
skunk who can take the ruffand-tumble of any pooch.

8
MT-N-CHIPMUNK

7
MT-N-SKUNK

7

MTJR-N-CHIPMUNK

MTJR-N-SKUNK
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SAFARI
Ellie Elephant:
A MIGHTY® elephant makes an
excellent companion for your
MIGHTY® pooch! Ellie plays a
great game of “tug” and is
oh-so-snuggly at night.

8

7

Gina & Pink Giraffe:
Perfect pals for a game of tug,
Gina and Pink Giraffe will withstand
tough play from your active friend!

MTJR-S-PK-GIRAFFE

MTJR-S-JAVELINA

MTJR-S-ELEPHANT-OR

8

Javier Javelina:
They may look like
a wild boar, but
your best friend
won’t be bored with
this awesome toy
design!

MT-S-JAVELINA

MT-S-MONKEY-BR

MT-S-MONKEY-PL

7
MTJR-S-HIPPO-PL

8
Walter & Wanda
Warthog:
These peculiar
Peccaries are
perfect for your pooch! Soft
and supple, this swine
will certainly soothe your stray.

8
MT-S-WARTHOG-BR

MT-S-WARTHOG-PK

7

Mindee Monkey (purple) & her
7
buddy Max Monkey (brown):
MTJR-S-MONKEY-BR
Of course all pooches love to “monkey”
around, and now they can get REALLY
crazy with their primate friends! During play
or rest, they’ll be there to encourage your pup.

7

MTJR-S-MONKEY-PL

Orange
Elephant:
A MIGHTY® bright
companion that
never forgets
to have fun.

MT-S-HIPPO-PL

MT-S-GIRAFFE

MT-S-PK-GIRAFFE

MT-S-ELEPHANT-OR

8

8

7

MT-S-ELEPHANT

7
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Purple Hippo:
Bring out the “wild” in your animal
with a Hippo! This guy may look
cute, but he’s fiercely strong and
capable of holding his own
against your canine!

MTJR-S-GIRAFFE

8

7

8

Linus Lion:
Make the King
of the Jungle the
King of your living
room! Your pup
will love the rivalry
Linus brings to
your home!

7
MT-S-LION

7

MTJR-S-LION

8

SAFARI
Green Rhinoceros:
The Rhino’s
impenetrable hide
will keep your dog
entertained through
hours of play! Bring him
home today!

8
Merlin Meercat:
Make way for
Merlin, the majestic
and mischievous
Meercat! Your pup’s
new best friend.

Vin Vulture:
He has long been
a harbinger of
dem bones, and
this bald headed
bird will be your
dog’s best friend
as they pick their
bones clean!

Lenny Leopard:
When your pooch
adopts this Leopard
cub, they’ll have a
friend for life! During
sleep or play, Lenny
will be there.

9

MT-S-VULTURE

8
MT-S-LEOPARD

7

MT-S-MEERCAT

7

MTJR-S-LEOPARD
MT-S-RHINO-GRN

MTJR-S-MEERCAT

8

8

MTJR-S-RHINO-GRN

9
Kayla Kangaroo:
Finally a friend as bouncy as
your favorite pooch! Kayla and
her little Joey are the perfect
Aussie companions.

Kohen Koala:
The cutest animal in
the kingdom deserves
to have an equally cute
Koala Bear to snuggle
with at night. Order
yours today!

8
7
MT-S-KANGAROO

MT-S-KOALA

MTJR-S-KOALA

MTJR-S-KANGAROO
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MASSIVE

10

Nearly twice the size of our regular animals and extra-durable
for those hard-to-please pooches!

Gideon the Massive Goldfish
Something smells fishy....Oh! It
must be Gideon Goldfish! This
perfectly plush fish will be an
everlasting friend!

MTMV-O-GOLDFISH

Massive Paisley Pig
There’s nothing better than a
Massive Pig for massive love’n!
Your big dog will love snuggling
up to this beautiful bacon.

MTMV-F-PIGLET

Massive Javier Javelina
These peculiar Peccaries are
perfect for your pooch! Soft and
supple, this swine will certainly
soothe your stray.

10
10

10

Massive Lenny
Leopard
When your pooch
adopts this Massive
Leopard, they’ll have
a friend for life! During
sleep or play, Lenny
will be there.

MTMV-S-LEOPARD
MTMV-S-JAVELINA
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MASSIVE

Nearly twice the size of our regular animals and extra-durable
for those hard-to-please pooches!

Massive Chippy
Chipmunk
This big Chipmunk is
every bit as cute as
the little ones, and now
there’s so much more
to cuddle!

10

Massive Foxy the Fox
There’s no chance your
pooch will be able to
outsmart this Massive Fox!
Tug, fetch, toss and roll
with this big guy for a full
day of fun.

MTMV-N-FOX

10

MTMV-N-CHIPMUNK

Massive Benny Beaver
This nearly-lifesize beaver will be your best friend’s companion
for life! Strong, soft and highly durable, the Massive Beaver is a
MUST for any lovable pooch.

10

Bunny Mchop is a Massive Rabbit
A massive friendship first comes from a
Massive Rabbit! There’s no escape down
the rabbit hole for this big bunny, just fun
and frolic with your
best friend!

10

MTMV-N-RABBIT-BRN
MTMV-N-BEAVER
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WORMS

10
Green Tequila Worm & Pink Tequila Worm
No party with your pooch is complete until
one of these two show up. Available in two
fun bright colors, the long tail is perfect for
tug-o-war and fetch.
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MT-TWORM-GRN

MT-TWORM-PNK

STUFFED!

MICROFIBER
LINK

Microfiber Bigfoot and Jr. Microfiber Bigfoot
More new Microfiber fun! Don’t be fooled by the
grumpy face, it’s just a smile that’s upside down!

9

BIGFOOT

9

9
JR. BIGFOOT

MT-MICRO-LIZARD

LINK JR.

9

MTJR-MICRO-LIZARD

Green Microfiber Frog and Lizard
Mighty super soft and Mighty super tough,
this Mighty Microfiber toy is
perfect for your Mighty dog.

FRANK JR.

FRANK

9

9

MTJR-MICRO-BIGFOOT

MTJR-MICRO-FROG
MT-MICRO-BIGFOOT

MT-MICRO-FROG
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MINIMAL/NO STUFFING!

MICRO MEDIUMS
Introducing the New Mighty
Microfiber Squeaker Ball Toys!

9

9

All toys contain durable squeaky balls and minimal stuffing.

9

9

9

9

9
MT-MicroBM-Blowfish

MT-MicroBM-Bull

MT-MicroBM-Penguin

9

MT-MicroBM-Monster

MT-MicroBM-Rabbit

MT-MicroBM-Blobfish

NEW

MEDIUMS
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MT-MicroBM-Giraffe

MT-MicroBM-Elephant

MT-MICROBM-LOBSTER

MT-MICROBM-MONKEY

MT-MICROBM-DUCK

MT-MICROBM-PANDA

MT-MICROBM-PIG

MINIMAL/NO STUFFING!

MICRO BALLS
Introducing the New Mighty
Microfiber Squeaker Ball Toys!

All toys contain durable squeaky balls and minimal stuffing.
PON

MADE OF
SQUEAKER

BALLS

9

MIGUEL

PON JR.

LOBO

9

9

MTJR-MICROB-MONKEY
MT-MICROB-LOBSTER

LOBO JR.

9
9

DUNCAN JR.

MIGUEL JR.

9

MTJR-MICROB-PIG

MT-MICROB-PIG

DUNCAN

9

9

MT-MICROB-MONKEY

PARKER JR.

PARKER

9
MTJR-MICROB-PANDA
MTJR-MICROB-LOBSTER

9

MTJR-MICROB-DUCK

MT-MICROB-PANDA
MT-MICROB-DUCK
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NO STUFF!
2 LAYERS OF MATERIAL
Each toy has up to two layers of material. One layer
of heavy fleece and one layer of durable, luggagegrade material underneath. These two layers are
what gives the toy its strength.

2 TOYS IN 1
There is no white stuffing
because the inside of the
toy is a plastic core in the
same shape as the toy. If
your dog removes the outer
fleece covering, there’s a
whole new toy inside!
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HIGH DURABILITY
AND QUALITY
Each toy incorporates quality
materials that provide the
highest level of durability.

MULTIPLE
ROWS OF
STITCHING
Two rows of crossstitching hold the two
outer layers of the toy
together, and when
possible the inside
seams are sewn up two
more times.

NO STUFF!
Mighty® No Stuff Rings contain NO white poly stuffing!
The core of each ring is tough and durable, so if your dog does get to the core it’s just like
having a whole new toy to play with! These toys may seem plush on the outside, but all the
durability features are internal making them soft, yet MIGHTY® strong.

10

MTNS-RING-RD

10

10

MTNS-RING-OR

NO FF!
U
T
S

10

MTNS-RING-BL

MTNS-RING-UN
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NO STUFF!
Mighty® No Stuff Bones contain NO white poly stuffing!
The core of each bone is tough and durable, so if your dog does get to the core it’s just like
having a whole new toy to play with! These toys may seem plush on the outside, but all the
durability features are internal making them soft, yet MIGHTY® strong.

10
MT-BONE-BL

MT-BONE-OR

MT-BONE-UN
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MT-BONE-RD

NO STUFF!
Mighty® No Stuff Balls contain NO white poly stuffing!
The core of the ball is a tough, durable ball, so if your dog does get to the core it’s just like
having a whole new toy to play with! These toys may seem plush on the outside,
but all the durability features are internal making them soft,yet MIGHTY® strong.

10
MT-BALL-L-BL / MT-BALL-M-BL
MT-BALL-L-RD

MT-BALL-L-UN / MT-BALL-M-UN

MT-BALL-M-RD

MT-BALL-L-OR / MT-BALL-M-OR
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Multiple Layer Dog Beds

TM

Inner Layer of
Soft Mesh
Polyester

Protective Layer
Plastic Coated
Luggage Grade
Material

Superior Comfort & Durability
The inner filler is 100% polyester fiber encapsulated in a tufted mesh polyester lining to prevent clumping or
shifting. Designed for resilience and comfort.
The Mighty® Dog Bed Core is zippered so you can add or remove filling and customize the firmness of your
dog’s bed. The core is easily removable for washing and fits perfectly with Mighty Dog Bed Sheets.
SHEETS SOLD SEPARATELY.
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Machine Washable

Removable & Replaceable

Our durable, zippered soft fleece sheets are machine washable and dryable
(on Low). Since you can buy more than one set of sheets, you can wash them
at your convenience!
Keeping your dog’s sheets fresh and clean is important, so be sure to wash your
dog’s bed sheets each week when you change the sheets on your own bed.

Our removable sheets are also replaceable, so if they ever tear or become
worn they can be replaced like bed sheets without having to purchase a
brand new bed. Mix and match colors to customize your dog’s bed to your
home. Each part of our bed including the durable covers and stuffing can be
replaced, saving you money and giving your dog a familiar bed for life.

THE LAST DOG BED YOU WILL EVER NEED!
Available in Four Colors
and Three Sizes!
Customize your dog bed with four
different color options! Because our
sheets are sold separately, you can
choose from Desert Tan, Sage Green,
Midnight Blue and Wine Red to match
your home decor, or simply give your
pup a little variety.

Replacement Cores:

MEDIUM 36"

LARGE 42"

XX LARGE 60"

COMP-BED-M-36-TAN

COMP-BED-L-42-TAN

COMP-BED-XXL-60-TAN

COMP-BED-M-36-GREEN

COMP-BED-L-42-GREEN

COMP-BED-XXL-60-GREEN

COMP-BED-M-36-BLUE

COMP-BED-L-42-BLUE

COMP-BED-XXL-60-BLUE

COMP-BED-M-36-RED

COMP-BED-L-42-RED

COMP-BED-XXL-60-RED

• MCR-M-36
• MCR-L-42
• MCR-XXL-60

Replacement Sheets:
• MSH-M-36-BLUE

• MSH-L-42-BLUE

• MSH-XXL-60-BLUE

• MSH-M-36-GREEN

• MSH-L-42-GREEN

• MSH-XXL-60-GREEN

• MSH-M-36-RED

• MSH-L-42-RED

• MSH-XXL-60-RED

• MSH-M-36-TAN

• MSH-L-42-TAN

• MSH-XXL-60-TAN

Two Piece Design

Saving Money

Our unique two piece design (pillow mat and bolster) makes our bed versatile
and portable for travel. The removable bottom cushion can be used as a travel
mat or crate mat to promote the familiarity of home in a not-so-familiar place,
like the boarding kennel or a camping trip.

Replaceable parts save you money. Now you can replace the worn part and
not the entire bed. By not having to repeatedly purchase new beds for your pet,
you can spend the savings elsewhere. Your dog will thank you because they
will never have the hassle of having to learn to like their new bed and getting it
to smell like something that belongs to them. Just replace the parts you need.
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Pack ‘n Go

DOG PACK
A durable shoulder pack with premium attachments and plenty of room for you and your dog’s needs while out in the park,
on a beautiful hike or on an everyday walk. Keep everything together for those long trips and car rides as well!

Shoulder Strap:
The all-in-one pattern makes this
shoulder strap extra durable for
everyday use. There is plenty of
padding and an accompanying
shoulder pocket for on-the-fly
treats. The shoulder strap is fully
adjustable and can detach from
the base.

Multiple Pockets:
Plenty of room for dog toys, treats, food,
waste-disposal bags, you name it! Multiple
pockets and a spacious bag interior allow
enough room to pack what you and your
dog need for any type of travel or activity.

Detachable Bowls:
Two bowls that zip right from the
back of your Dog Pack and can
quickly be used as a water dish, food
bowl or for their collection of toys!

Shoulder Pocket:
Use the detachable
shoulder pocket to store
your phone or MP3
music player for those
outings to the park or
on your daily walk.
Can also be attached
to the Zipaway Water
Bladder strap.

Zipaway Water Bladder:
Want the water without the whole pack? Detach the water
bladder and strap it around your waist for easy travel!
The water bladder is set inside a larger pouch which also
zips away from the Pack ‘n Go for easy refill. The hose
and easy-pour spout fit snugly onto
the shoulder strap and can be
removed easily for Fido’s quick
drink.

Waste Disposal Bag
Dispenser:
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Finally, a convenient
place for those
all-important waste
disposal bags! Keep
it stocked for an
easy pick-up every
time. Disposal bags
not included.

MP&GB-RED

Easy-Hook Carabiner:
Free up your hands by attaching
your dog’s leash to the carabiner.

